
ABSOLUT VODKA CASE STUDY

Before the campaign, Absolut had % of the vodka market and sold 10, cases. After the campaign ended in the late s,
Absolut.

Scope and Limitations III. They begin their adventure in a garage and they play several interactive mini-games
in a dance club or a concert. The campaign was accompanied by a series of digital ads. They have also began
offering prizes to individuals who share pictures of themselves on social media drinking Absolute. It is used to
scented good and be well-groomed to others. In addition to these, the website offered three different web links:
Absolut Display, Absolut Reality and Absolut Campaigns. It is the 1 premium vodka in the world and the 1
vodka in Global Travel Retail. The bottles features brush strokes of a rainbow flag. Related posts:. The brand
partnered with Deadmau5 because he was a fanatical gamer with 3. All these and other chemicals used in the
manufacture of personal care products have been shown in animal studies to cause serious health problems
and even death. Examples of microeconomic issues: 1. This was a result of the findings of the research it
conducted regarding worldwide liquor consumption trends. Market Situation Analysis 1. Study Background 1.
However, political uncertainty and the lack of well functioning infrastructure in several Eastern European
countries make short-term developments difficult to predict. Perfumes were used to scent our surroundings
and also ourselves. It would make little sense to put any more marketing resources onto an already flooded
market. Their super premium brand has been highly successful in Russia and it is now the right time to expand
the brand geographically. In Latin America Sunroof controlled over 24 percent of the regional market with its
closest competitor holding only 8 percent regional sales. Though some off the subliminal ads tend to be
accidents while others are made for a purpose. He delights in causing terror to those around him, in one case
an army officer and his female companion at a masquerade Tolstoy p The website offered interactive features
like narrative films users could attend interactive online parties , 'drink fashions' users could get lessons on
making different types of cocktails using Absolut , online invitations users could send e-mail invitations to
visitors for real offline parties and the Pick up line generator using which people could find a date. Thus,
companies from different parts of the globe rushed in to sell vodka in the country. These numbers show that if
a brand can separate itself from the competitors there are massive opportunities in Eastern Europe. Login
Absolut Vodka Case Study Social media has become an extremely effective tool in regards to advertising;
Backbone alone has over 1 billion users. The brand leader in Western Europe is Sunroof Inch controls 16
percent of the market. The new Absolut bottle will be released on July in 6 x 70cl cases. So we thought that
we must encourage the other people to try home-made perfumes or the all organic perfumes. In the same scene
Nicholas is portrayed as a lecherous man, having liaisons with various women Tolstoy pp As people began
collecting the ads, analysts observed that the brand had become an advertising phenomenon. Perfumes were
placed in a beautiful container. Microeconomics relates to the study of households and firms and the
interaction between these different economic actors. Executive Summary II.


